NEW

Delivering greater dynamics, resolution and
higher levels of musicality

The pinnacle of the legendary twenty® series, the
twenty.26, features the same traits as its siblings
- finesse, delicacy and musicality - but with an
added ability to convey huge dynamic impact
and the sheer scale of a musical performance, it
can engulf the largest room. This exceptional, well
thought out design will excel with a vast array of
amplification due to its ease of drive and welltempered balance, and its transparency ensures
that users improving other elements of their
signal path will appreciate the full benefit of their
upgrades. This is a model that takes every musical
style in its stride and delivers the greatest level of
overall clarity of any of the twenty® series, or indeed
of any speaker in this class.

Amarone

Specific features of the
The critical mid-range
PMC is world renowned in both the professional and HiFi realms for superlative
soft dome mid-range drivers. The development of the newly designed twenty
series mid-range sets the twenty.26 apart from any other model in its class. It
provides astounding transparency - vocals are projected into the room with all
their emotion and individual character.

Articulate, deeper bass
To deliver the extraordinary bass depth with detail requires
large, well controlled cone excursions, and the custom-made
twenty.26 low frequency unit takes these in its stride. Coupled
with ATL™ loading, every plucked bass and kick drum is
unquestionably lifelike.

To seamlessly integrate the high, mid and
bass drivers of the twenty.26 takes a highly
complex and well-engineered crossover. It
ensures the perfect supply of frequencies
for each of the three drive units.

Specification
Freq response		

27Hz – 25kHz

Sensitivity		

86dB 1W 1m

Recommended amp power

50 - 300W

Effective ATL™		

3.3m

Impedance		

8 Ohm

Drive units			

11ft

LF PMC twenty® series, lightweight doped 7”/177mm
cone with cast alloy chassis

		

MF PMC 50mm twenty® series dome mid-range

		

HF PMC/SEAS®, 27mm twenty® series, SONOLEX™

			

Soft dome, Ferrofluid cooled

Crossover freqs		

380Hz & 3.8kHz

Input connectors		

3 pairs 4mm sockets (Tri-amp or Tri-wire)

Dimensions		 H 1062mm

Each of the three precision drivers
can be fed individually via the
British engineered terminals

41.8” (+25mm spikes)

			W 190mm

7.5”

			 D 439mm

17.3” (+16mm grille)

Weight			

22.5kg

Finishes 			

Oak, Walnut, Amarone & Diamond black (high gloss)

49 lbs
TM
Advanced Transmission Line
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